
Introducing our Team



Question 1

What’s your name?

Constantin Kryachko.
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Question 2

Who inspired you to pursue the career you have
today?

Popular culture about hackers and computer
games. The science of cybernetics and the
scientists who have developed and are developing
it. George Boole (1815 – 1864, self-taught English
mathematician, philosopher, and logician) one of
them.
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Question 3

What was your first job?
System engineer for the design and installation of
radio-electronic navigation equipment. It was a
good experience of teamwork in difficult
environments. That's where I learned perseverance,
which is necessary in complex projects.

Question 4

What do you do at Out-Smarts?
Development of the best technical solutions for
clients' websites; setting up and troubleshooting
websites on WordPress.
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Question 5

What do you like about working at Out-Smarts?

Clients and their tasks are always very interesting
and different. A variety of tasks and a great team.

Question 6

What’s the one project you did recently you are proud
of?

A1 Windows – one of the best client with a large
product catalog. And the website looks very well, the
creation process was great.



Question 7

What’s your secret talent that no one knows about?

Sit with my eyes closed while listening to music
and dream. And read a lot of books, of course.
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Question 8

What’s the best advice you can give to someone who
just started their career?

Read more books and try more things everyday.
And also advertise yourself :)



How would you describe your job to a bunch of five-
year-olds?

Sometimes I remember that as a child I liked to
press the keyboard buttons. And now my job is to
press the keyboard buttons, fast enough.

Question 9
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Question 10

What do you enjoy doing when you are not working?

To read books, to listen music, to write stories, to
go for a walk.



THANK YOU FOR
READING THIS
INTERVIEW.

Don't forget to like, share, and comment.
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